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CARBON DIOXIDE
There are two gases in the earth’s atmosphere without which living organisms could not
exist.
Oxygen is the most abundant, 21% by volume, but without carbon dioxide, which is
currently only about 0.04 percent (400ppm) by volume, both the oxygen itself, and most
living organisms on earth could not exist at all.
This happened when the more complex of the two living cells (called “eukaryote”) evolved
a process called a “chloroplast” some 3 billion years ago, which utilized a chemical called
chlorophyll to capture energy from the sun and convert carbon dioxide into a range of
chemical compounds and structural polymers by photosynthesis. These substances
provide all the food required by the organisms not endowed with a chloroplast organelle in
their cells.
This process also produced all of the oxygen in the atmosphere
The relative proportions of carbon dioxide and oxygen have varied very widely over the
geological ages.
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It will be seen that there is no correlation whatsoever between carbon dioxide
concentration and the temperature at the earth’s surface.
During the latter part of the Carboniferous, the Permian and the first half of the Triassic
period, 250-320 million years ago, carbon dioxide concentration was half what it is today
but the temperature was 10ºC higher than today . Oxygen in the atmosphere fluctuated
from 15 to 35% during this period
From the Cretaceous to the Eocene 35 to 100 million years ago, a high temperature went
with declining carbon dioxide.
The theory that carbon dioxide concentration is related to the temperature of the earth’s
surface is therefore wrong.
The growth of plants in the Carboniferous caused a reduction in atmospheric oxygen and
carbon dioxide, forming the basis for large deposits of dead plants and other organisms.
Plant debris became the basis for peat and coal., smaller organisms provided oil and gas,
both after millions of years of applied heat and pressure from geological change; mountain
building, erosion, deposition of sediments, volcanic eruptions, rises and fall of sea level
and movement of continents. Marine organisms used carbon dioxide to build shells and
coral polyps and these became the basis of limestone rocks
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The idea promulgated by the IPCC that the energy received from the sun is instantly
“balanced” by an equal amount returned to space, implies a dead world, from the
beginning with no place for the vital role of carbon dioxide in forming the present
atmosphere or for the development or maintenance of living organisms, or their ability to
store energy or release it.
Increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide caused by return to the atmosphere of some of the
gas that was once there promotes the growth of forests, the yield of agricultural crops and
the fish, molluscs and coral polyps in the ocean.
Increase of Carbon Dioxide is thus wholly beneficial to “the environment”. There is no
evidence that it causes harm.
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